Monitor and Sustainability
Ensure that environmental policies are being adhered to
Monitor’s print management solution reduces costs and enforces sustainability practices

•

Reduce printing wastage

•

Change user behaviour

•

Enforce print rules to reduce print
misue

•

Enhance governance with full
transaction recording and
reporting

•

Encourage sustainability by
lowering page counts

Monitor and Sustainability
Protection of our planet is a very important aspect of Monitor’s core values. For the future generations that are relying on us to do the right
thing, Monitor believes that we should all be working together in a more efficient and sustainable way. Monitor is fortunate to be in an
industry which can contribute so effectively to the reduction of toxic resources and the over-exploitation of natural resources. Reducing
the production of all print resources is extremely beneficial both globally and at an institutional level.
Product Suite

Monitor’s print management solution encourages staff to change
their print habits, resulting in the organisation experiencing
visible savings as well as the businesses environmental policies
being adhered to, through a reduction of paper waste, toner
use and on-going maintenance of print devices throughout the
organisation.

Scrutinise paper wastage, manage print costs and
environmental policies with Monitor’s extensive reporting
suite including Supervisor Export and Supervisor Insight. With
Supervisor Export, organisations can create customised reports
including a comprehensive collection of graphs and charts and
have them sent to specified email addresses at a time that suits.

Monitor Print’s powerful rule engine allows organisations to create
their own customised rules for staff to adhere to, such as default
to black and white and double-sided printing by intelligently
managing print queues. Enforcing print rules for users will reduce
carbon emissions through paper misuse.

With the Scan to Me function, staff can use the email address in
their Supervisor Net account to send scanned jobs to their Inbox
with the touch of a button rather than typing out their email
address. This function provides an organisation with a reduction
in paper and toner costs as well as a reduction in their carbon
footprint.
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